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As we are preparing our new model to leave the warehouse & set sail for the first time, excitement mounts, echoing the thrill of embarking on a new adventure on the open waters.
💙
#sail #salonayacht Read More
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We are happy to receive some exciting sailing pictures from Melbourne, Australia with our Salona 38 💙
We invite you to join the fun and share your sailing adventures with us! Feel free to send in you Read More
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Salona 38 on Kornati Cup 2023, the iconic regatta by @pitteryachtcharter
#salona38 #sailsalona #salonayachts #supremesailingsatisfaction #sailing #sail #sailworld #kornaticup #Sailboat #salona46 #sa Read More
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If I weigh 3 tons, can you guess which new model I will soon live on?
.
.
#salonayacht #salonayachts #sailboat #sail #sailing #sailworld #sailboats
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Sailing with a team transforms the experience into a collective adventure, where each individual's skills contribute to the overall success of the journey. It's not just about reaching the destination Read More
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How do you feel rain while on your sailboat?
Somehow, the rain becomes a companion on our sailing journey, adding its own melody to the sea symphony, creating an experience that's not just about the Read More
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In the daydream of your perfect summer sailing adventure, your sailboat becomes a home away from home, a floating sanctuary designed with care to provide comfort and tranquillity for the whole family. Read More
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We're not just building a sailboat; we're crafting dreams. 💙
Witness the artistry of our skilled craftsmen as they bring vision to life - soon!
#salonayachts #sailsalona #salonayacht #supremesailings Read More
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Shipbuilding expertise encompasses a range of knowledge and skills involved in the design, construction, and sailing knowledge and love for sailing. This field requires a multidisciplinary approach, i Read More
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Buckle up 👉 we are launching something new! 💥
#new #salonayachts #salonayacht #shipbuilding #sailing
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❤️ Happy Valentine's to all Salona lovers ❤️
Thanks to the magical hands of our Nikola 🫶
#sharethelove #salonayachts #salonalovers #love #sail #sailing #shipbuilding
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Let's go on a perfect sailing weekend on our new SALONA 39, which is equipped with an upgraded @Oceanvolt electric propulsion system.
If we fully charge the batteries and leave Split, our first stop Read More
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As we are preparing our new model to leave the warehouse & set sail for the first time, excitement mounts, echoing the thrill of embarking on a new adventure on the open waters.
💙
#sail #salonayachts #salonayacht #saillove #shipbuilding
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We are happy to receive some exciting sailing pictures from Melbourne, Australia with our Salona 38 💙
We invite you to join the fun and share your sailing adventures with us! Feel free to send in your sailing pictures for a chance to be featured and celebrated among our vibrant community of sailing enthusiasts.
#salonalovers #salona38 #salona380 #sailsalona #salonayachts #salonayacht
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Salona 38 on Kornati Cup 2023, the iconic regatta by @pitteryachtcharter
#salona38 #sailsalona #salonayachts #supremesailingsatisfaction #sailing #sail #sailworld #kornaticup #Sailboat #salona46 #sailboats #salonayacht
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If I weigh 3 tons, can you guess which new model I will soon live on?
.
.
#salonayacht #salonayachts #sailboat #sail #sailing #sailworld #sailboats
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Sailing with a team transforms the experience into a collective adventure, where each individual's skills contribute to the overall success of the journey. It's not just about reaching the destination; it's about the shared memories, the triumphs, and the challenges that forge lasting connections among the crew.
Salona 46 provides perfect comfort for the whole team while enjoying the journey outside and inside your boat.
Salona with perfect team 👉 @sailingforever_ & @why_knot_ladies
#salona46 #sailsalona #salonayachts #sail #sailing #teamwork
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How do you feel rain while on your sailboat?
Somehow, the rain becomes a companion on our sailing journey, adding its own melody to the sea symphony, creating an experience that's not just about the destination but the sensory richness of the journey itself, and we find that tone irresistible.
#sailsalona #salonayachts #salona46 #sail #sailing #supremesailingsatisfaction
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In the daydream of your perfect summer sailing adventure, your sailboat becomes a home away from home, a floating sanctuary designed with care to provide comfort and tranquillity for the whole family. The interior is bathed in natural light streaming through portholes and windows, providing panoramic views of the surrounding seascape. 💙
Thank you @sailingforevercharter & @why_knot_ladies 😍
#salonayachts #salonayacht #sail #sailing #lovesailing #boatbuilder #salona46
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We're not just building a sailboat; we're crafting dreams. 💙
Witness the artistry of our skilled craftsmen as they bring vision to life - soon!
#salonayachts #sailsalona #salonayacht #supremesailingsatisfaction #sail #dream
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Shipbuilding expertise encompasses a range of knowledge and skills involved in the design, construction, and sailing knowledge and love for sailing. This field requires a multidisciplinary approach, involving engineering, naval architecture, materials science, and various specialised technologies.
#salonayachts #salona46 #sail #shipbuilding #sailing
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Buckle up 👉 we are launching something new! 💥
#new #salonayachts #salonayacht #shipbuilding #sailing
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❤️ Happy Valentine's to all Salona lovers ❤️
Thanks to the magical hands of our Nikola 🫶
#sharethelove #salonayachts #salonalovers #love #sail #sailing #shipbuilding
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Let's go on a perfect sailing weekend on our new SALONA 39, which is equipped with an upgraded @Oceanvolt electric propulsion system.
If we fully charge the batteries and leave Split, our first stop could be in Milna on the island of Brač, and the batteries would be at about 65%. Let's recharge (about 2 hours) while enjoying a coffee break.
Our next stop is the well-known town of Hvar on the Island of Hvar. The batteries are at 70%, and charging will take about 1.5 hours while we grab lunch or enjoy a walk around the old city.
We continued sailing towards the magical island of Vis and finally got some wind. We turn off the engine, press the middle button on the display, and hold it for 5 seconds. It automatically switches to hydrogeneration mode, showing the current generated power and time until the batteries are fully charged.
#salonayachts #sail #oceanvolt #salonayacht #salona39
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Salona Group LTD.
Matoševa 8, 21210 Solin
Hrvatska/Croatia
info@salonayachts.com
+385 (0) 21 275 022
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